Hinduism Main Beliefs
Cut out the cards and match the beliefs to the statements in your books.

Moksha

Reincarnation

Truth is the only reality.

Dharma

It means liberation of the
soul from the cycle of
death and rebirth.

According to this belief, it
is necessary to do the right
thing at all times.

Karma – good and bad
actions committed during
one’s life – affects which
living thing the soul will
be reborn into.

Truth is eternal
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Hinduism Main Beliefs
Cut out the cards and match the beliefs to the statements in your books. Each named belief has two statements.

The soul reunites with
the god Brahma.

Truth is the only reality.

Dharma

It means liberation of the
soul from the cycle of
death and rebirth.

Moksha

According to this belief, it
is necessary to do the right
thing at all times.

Hindus believe that they
should pursue knowledge and
understanding of the truth.

Truth is eternal

Reincarnation

Karma – good and bad
actions committed during
one’s life – affects which
living thing the soul will
be reborn into.

The soul exists in the body, but
when a living thing dies it
enters a new living thing.

Hindus believe that there
are right and wrong
ways to behave.
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Hinduism Main Beliefs
Use the following key words to write an explanation for the four main beliefs that Hindus share.

Truth is eternal

Dharma

truth, understanding,
reality, knowledge

right, actions, moral, behavious,
good, wrong, daily life, bad

Moksha
Brahma, rebirth, reunites, soul,
death, god, duty, path, cycle,
rebirth, liberation (freedom),
devotion, goal

Reincarnation
living things, karma,
rebirth, soul (athma), life,
reincarnation, actions

Truth is eternal:

Dharma:

Moksha:

Reincarnation:
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Hinduism Main Beliefs - Answers
Cut out the cards and match the beliefs to the statements in your books.

Truth is eternal

Truth is the only reality.

Dharma

According to this belief, it
is necessary to do the right
thing at all times.

Moksha

It means liberation of the
soul from the cycle of
death and rebirth.

Reincarnation

Karma - good and bad actions
committed during one's life affects wh.ich. living th.ing th.e
soul will be reborn into.
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Hinduism Main Beliefs - Answers
Cut out the cards and match the beliefs to the statements in your books. Each named belief has two statements.

Moksha

Reincarnation

Dharma

Truth is eternal

The soul reunites with the god
Brahma.

Karma – good and bad
actions committed during
one’s life – affects which
living thing the soul will
be reborn into.

According to this belief, it
is necessary to do the right
thing at all times.

Truth is the only reality.

It means liberation of the
soul from the cycle of
death and rebirth.

The soul exists in the body, but
when a living thing dies it
enters a new living thing.

Hindus believe that there
are right and wrong
ways to behave.

Hindus believe that they
should pursue knowledge and
understanding of the truth.
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